CALL FOR
Research Thrusts
DEADLINE 10/14/22

The IALS Center for Personalized Health Monitoring is offering grants to incubate the development of research thrusts. Our goal is to provide ‘scaffolding’ for interdisciplinary groups of researchers to coalesce and form strategic partnerships and interdisciplinary collaborations towards the goal of submitting proposals for future funding and broader impact.

Funding
Typical Research Thrusts will be funded at up to $25K/year (depending on the scope of the proposed activity). Research Thrusts may be further sub-divided into cores with identified core leads if applicable (for example, a clinically-oriented and/or more technology-oriented core).

Requirements
• Two-page overview of research thrust
• Brief bio-sketch of thrust lead(s)
• Core team members and additional potential participants in the research thrust and how they will contribute
• Budget and justification

umass.edu/cphm/cphm-membership-benefits